Abstract: This paper focuses on problems with exposing the digital libraries supporting OAI-PMH to the Semantic Web services. The most wanted thing for OAI-PMH metadata is being querable via SPARQL. This means the OAI-PMH formats must be converted and served as RDF. Another important thing is supporting the fourth rule of linked data, which is about interlinking relevant resources. The interlinking can be done by mapping resources across different SPARQL endpoints. But problem arises when the fields to be mapped are not a perfect match. The solution may be some similarity metric with an established threshold.
Introduction
The upcoming era of Semantic Web (SW) domination gives the promise for autonomous machine reasoning. But before the promise becomes reality there are a lot of efforts to make public Web data semantically enriched. The semantic enrichment is believed to allow the Web be readable not only by humans, but also by the machines. As the author of the WWW idea envisioned in Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila (2001) the existence of SW would allow the existence of intelligent agents that can process information from the Web autonomously. Autonomously means that unlike today Web browsers these agents would only need a high level of abstraction commands. For example, getting a command "Find a drugstore that is closest to my way home" the agent would estimate optimal way home based on current GPS read, match it to search results for local drugstores and check whether they are open at the time of coming home. It may optionally create an event in user personal calendar with a reminder set after the scheduled work time. That automatic reasoning needs inferencing based on Web data. To make the Web machine readable the data should be described by easy accessible semantic metadata. As far as libraries are concerned, metadata have always been a part of cataloging. Today in digital libraries it is common to represent metadata using standard ontologies, such as Dublin Core (DC). There is also the idea of exposing the metadata for harvesting in order to create one central database, which would allow to search all the available metadata at once. The protocol for that purpose is Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), which is described, along with the whole initiative, in Lagoze and Van de Sompel (2001) . The OAI-PMH is RESTful, which means it fulfils Representational State Transfer (REST) principles, as described in Fielding (2000) . But even with that architecture, the idea of duplicating the harvested metadata and a central storage is in a way with the SW idea. For the purpose of interoperability of SW services Berners-Lee created and described in BernersLee (2007) four rules of linking data on the Web. The main idea of linked data is to make each piece of information identified by dereferenceable URI and available via HTTP. When fulfilling the rules the data can be easily accessed an processed by a query language. The query language used widely for this purpose is SPARQL.
Exposing the Data to SW Services
Almost every information system today is using relational database as a storage. Relational database stores data in tables and can be queried using SQL. This is not what SW services can use. SW assumes the data are RDF triples which can be queried via SPARQL. So the simple idea to help SW services gaining traction is to make a transformation interface which would serve the relational stored data as linked data. A tool for publishing the content of a relational database to the Semantic Web is D2R Server described in Bizer and Cyganiak (2006) . To describe the mapping between the relational database schemata and the OWL/RDFS ontologies D2R Server uses a declarative language D2RQ. The mapping description is used by the D2RQ Engine, which makes the transformation on the fly and wraps the local relational database into a virtual RDF graph. The graph is then exposed by the server to the RDF browsers, which are enabled to navigate the content of the database. The server also creates a SPARQL endpoint via which SW services can make structured queries. The results can then be retrieved in XML or JSON serialization.
Linking the Data
Beside giving object a dereferenceable URI, the other important thing about exposing information as linked data is linking to other resources. The fourth rule of linked data is: "Include links to other URIs, so that they (people) can discover more things". To support that rule D2R Server includes an rdf:seeAlso triple with every resource description that point to an RDF document containing links to other resources. These triples serve as "breadcrumbs" to RDF crawlers and browsers. However, sometimes the information about other resources that may be useful in context of the retrieved resource is not stored in the relational database or is not available. This is the case with OAI-PMH. One can retrieve metadata records, but there is hardly any information about other useful records. This is because OAI-PMH is about exposing the data to the Web, but it is not the linked data. In Haslhofer and Schandl (2008) authors deal with converting the OAI-PMH endpoint into the SPARQL endpoint. They present the OAI2LOD Server which is build on the D2R server, but it enables to expose the linked data without accessing directly the relational database. This means the SPARQL endpoint can be set up by anyone, because it only needs an OAI-PMH endpoint as the data source. To satisfy the fours rule of linked data OAI2LOD Server may search and map resources to other linked data resources based on some similarity metric. For example: places or concepts may be linked by name to dbpedia -the linked data version of Wikipedia articles. If a matching entry is found then an owl:sameAs property may be added to the metadata record. In order to make this work the server administrator needs to specify:
1. target OAI2LOD Servers for linking, 2. pairs of source and target fields to be analyzed, 3. a similarity threshold for each pair.
The Matching Problem
Using the OAI2LOD Server to expose the DBC digital library metadata records as linked data an unexpected problem emerged . The requirement of linked data fourth rule was supposed to be fulfilled by associating library OAI-PMH records (http://www.dbc.wroc.pl/dlibra/oai-pmh-repository.xml) with D2R Server publishing the DBLP Bibliography Database (http://dblp.l3s.de/d2r/). The association was supposed to be made by simple matching author names. In this way, when looking up a DBC library record, agent is given a link to other works of the same author in the DBLP database. It turned out that the exposed OAI-PMH records do not serve author names in any consistent way. Therefore direct matching on the author names could not give positive results. On the other hand DBLP database also showed some inconsistency: sometimes giving full first names, sometimes initials and sometimes a combination of the two. In one case the name field was containing a nickname put in quotation marks. Other problems with author field inconsistency concern character encoding, inversing the order of first and last name and occasional notes introduced in parentheses or square brackets. Since the inconsistency is not deterministic cleaning the data is not a solution.
Facing the above problems matching the names with any similarity metric with threshold set to 1 would not give expected results. Thus two questions arise: 1. Which similarity metric to use? 2. To what value set the threshold? In order to answer these questions an experiment have been carried out.
Experiment
For the purpose of an experiment only the author names staring with "D" were taken into account. DBC containing 1700 records stores 56 authors with names starting with "D" in 62 distinct fields. The names were retrieved using SPARQL endpoint with the following query:
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> SELECT DISTINCT ?uri ?name WHERE {{ ?uri dc:creator ?name . FILTER(regex(?name, "^D")) } UNION { ?uri dc:contributor ?name . FILTER(regex(?name, "^D")) }} ORDER BY ?name In DBC authors are described using DC ontology with two properties: dc:creator and dc:contributor. Authors from DBLP were retrieved in an analogical manner. The DBLP database contains more than 950 000 articles and 570 000 authors. The retrieved authors with name staring with "D" gave 25 876 items stored in a foaf:name and rdfs:label properties. The author names retrieved from DBLP where tested against each author name retrieved from DBC. This gives over 1.6 million tests for each metric. The tests were based on the following similarity metrics: Figure 1 show that the range for top scores is quite discrete for metrics: 1-5, 9 and 12. For others, especially: 6, 7, 8, 11 and 13 the score range is more regular.
Conclusions
This paper covers problems with publishing digital libraries metadata to the Semantic Web in the form of linked data. Since the relational databases are widely used as a storage the idea is to transform the data and expose them as a SPARQL endpoint. When access to relational database is not possible, library metadata may be accessed vie OAI-PMH endpoint and then transformed to RDF graph. Described in this paper tools for that task are D2R Server and OAI2LOD server. Recently a new tool was developed to make exposing RDF graph even easier for Web developers. The tool is triplify (http://triplify.org).
The main reason for facilitating users creating Web of data and not only Web of documents is to help SW services gain traction. Another issue about exposing linked data is interlinking relevant resources. In order to find useful resources to be connected, property values matching must be carried out. Described in the paper experiment verifies matching based on similarity metrics. Experiment results reveal that using one metric does not guarantee positive effects. Using a combination of different similarity metrics for interlinking Semantic Web resources should be further investigated. On the other hand the Open Archives Initiative Object Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE) is the new standard for extending the OAI-PMH with the functionality of creating and sharing aggregations. When widely applied, this may be a better source of connections to relevant resources. Again, reusing the existing connections when exposing metadata records as linked data should be more efficient than staring from scratch with similarity metrics.
